The human temporal lobe is well known to be critical for language comprehension. Previous physiological research has focused mainly on non-invasive neuroimaging and electrophysiological techniques with each approach requiring averaging across many trials and subjects. The results of these studies have implicated extended anatomical regions in peri-sylvian cortex in speech perception. These non-invasive studies typically report a spatially homogenous functional pattern of activity across several centimeters of cortex. We examined the spatiotemporal dynamics of word processing using electrophysiological signals acquired from high-density electrode arrays (4 mm spacing) placed directly on the human temporal lobe. Electrocorticographic (ECoG) activity revealed a rich mosaic of language activity, which was functionally distinct at four mm separation. Cortical sites responding specifically to word and not phoneme stimuli were surrounded by sites that responded to both words and phonemes. Other sub-regions of the temporal lobe responded robustly to self-produced speech and minimally to external stimuli while surrounding sites at 4 mm distance exhibited an inverse pattern of activation. These data provide evidence for temporal lobe specificity to words as well as self-produced speech. Furthermore, the results provide evidence that cortical processing in the temporal lobe is not spatially homogenous over centimeters of cortex. Rather, language processing is supported by independent and spatially distinct functional sub-regions of cortex at a resolution of at least 4 mm.
Introduction
The role of the human temporal lobe has been vigorously studied since Carl Wernicke's first account of language comprehension deficits in stroke patients (Wernicke, 1874) . Numerous neuroimaging studies have employed various paradigms in an attempt to elucidate the neuroanatomical pathways of language perception. Across these studies the superior temporal gyrus and superior temporal sulcus have been consistently implicated in the perception of speech (Binder et al., 1997; Démonet et al., 1992; Price et al., 1996; Wise et al., 1991; Zatorre, Evans, Meyer, & Gjedde, 1992) .
Evidence from non-human primates supports a hierarchal organization of functionally distinct sub-divisions of auditory cortex (Hackett, Stepniewska, & Kaas, 1998; Rauschecker, 1998) . Studies in humans support a similar sub-division of auditory cortex supporting distinct anterior and posterior streams of information processing (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Scott, Blank, Rosen, & Wise, 2000; Wise et al., 2001) . Furthermore, Binder et al. identified different sub-regions of the superior temporal lobe activated in processing speech and non-speech stimuli (Binder et al., 2000) . Nonetheless there remain discrepancies between the studies regarding the exact anatomical pathways as well as the functional significance of the different sub-divisions of auditory cortex. Scott et al. reported a posterior and anterior sub-division processing unintelligible and intelligible speech respectively (Scott et al., 2000) . Wise et al. focused on two posterior sub-divisions: the posterior STS processing perception and retrieval of words, and the medial temporoparietal junction processing speech production (Wise et al., 2001) . Lastly, Hickok and Poeppel proposed a dual-stream model of speech processing including a ventral stream (superior middle temporal lobe) processing speech comprehension and a dorsal stream (posterior dorsal temporal lobe, parietal operculum and posterior frontal lobe) processing auditory-motor integration (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007) .
Neuroimaging studies investigating the neuroanatomical functional organization of the superior temporal gyrus typically report activation sites spanning several centimeters of cortex and represent an average across several subjects (Binder et al., 1997; Dém-onet et al., 1992; Price et al., 1996; Wise et al., 1991; Zatorre et al., 1992) . Conversely, intraoperative language mapping using electrical cortical stimulation (ESM) report a high degree of intersubject variability in the location of cortical language sites using 0093-934X/$ -see front matter Ó 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.bandl.2010.09.009 1 cm resolution electrodes (Ojemann, Ojemann, Lettich, & Berger, 1989; Sanai, Mirzadeh, & Berger, 2008) . This inter-subject variability suggests that activation maps currently drawn from neuroimaging data are averaging over a distribution of cortical subregions involved in speech processing potentially obscuring a finer grain cortical organization of language. While the functional neuroanatomy of language is likely common across subjects, some cortical sites could have a spatially dense organization, which varies across subjects. That is, use of a common coordinate frame across subjects could blur differences in regional cytoarchitecture across individual subjects. In order to address the spatial distribution of cortical activity during word and phoneme processing we recorded intraoperative electrocorticographic (ECoG) activity directly from the surface of the human temporal lobe using high-density (4 mm spacing) electrode arrays. ECoG recordings acquired directly from cortex provide a rich electrophysiological signal with spectral content not readily seen in conventional EEG. Spectral High Gamma band activity (c High > 70 Hz) is an ideal index for cortical activity and has been reported to reliably track neuronal activity in various functional relevant modalities including, auditory - (Crone, Boatman, Gordon, & Hao, 2001a; Edwards, Soltani, Deouell, Berger, & Knight, 2005; Trautner et al., 2006) , motor - (Crone, Miglioretti, Gordon, & Lesser, 1998; Miller et al., 2007) and language - (Brown et al., 2008; Canolty et al., 2007; Crone et al., 2001b; Tanji, Suzuki, Delorme, Shamoto, & Nakasato, 2005; Towle et al., 2008 ) related tasks. Furthermore, the c High response has been linked to neuronal firing rate and is believed to emerge from synchronous firing of neuronal populations (Allen, Pasley, Duong, & Freeman, 2007; Belitski et al., 2008; Liu & Newsome, 2006; Mukamel et al., 2005; Ray, Crone, Niebur, Franaszczuk, & Hsiao, 2008) .
Results
Intraoperative electrocorticographic (ECoG) activity was recorded from four subjects undergoing neurosurgical treatment. Cortical responses were sampled from a high-density multi-electrode grid (inter-electrode spacing of 4 mm) placed over the posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG). Fig. 1 depicts cortical responses indexed by oscillatory high gamma (c High : 70-150 Hz) activity across a 64 contact grid in subject S1 performing a passive listening task to phonemes (top) and a separate task listening to words (bottom). Significant c High activity commenced as early as 100 ms post-stimulus onset and varied in temporal onset across different electrodes (z-scores corresponding to p < 0.001 after FDR correction, see Section 4). Cortical sites responding to phoneme stimuli showed a consistently similar spectral response pattern for word stimuli. c High activity locked to word stimuli remained active longer than c High activity locked to phoneme stimuli. Sustained c High activity locked to words remained active throughout stimulus presentation and in some sites up to 200 ms after stimulus has ended. Several cortical sites, which did not produce a significant response during phoneme listening, produced a robust response during word listening. Furthermore, many of these word specific sites were surrounded by electrodes 4 mm away that responded to both stimuli types.
All three subjects who performed both a phoneme and a word task (see Supplemental Table 1 ) exhibited cortical sites with word specific responses. While one site showed robust activity for both phoneme and word stimuli (Fig. 2, electrode B) , an adjacent electrode revealed significant c High responses for words and minimal responses for phonemes (Fig. 2, electrode A) . The word specific electrodes (electrode A in each subject, see Supplemental Fig. 1 for electrode anatomical positions) showed a significant difference between word and phoneme c High responses within a time window of the first 200 ms (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p < 0.001). Furthermore, we ran an analysis of variance within each subject in order to assess a condition (phoneme or word) across electrode (A or B) interaction. We found a significant condition X electrode interaction within each subject (S1: F(1, 698) = 6.68, p < 0.01; S2: F(1, 598) = 126.76, p < 0.001; S3: F(1, 454) = 9.33, p < 0.01). For each subject a main effect of condition was significant (S1: F(1, 698) = 22.7, p < 0.001; S2: F(598) = 30.2, p < 0.001; S3: F(454) = 20.99, p < 0.001) as well as a main effect of electrode Fig. 1 . Spatiotemporal responses to phonemes (top) and words (bottoms) across a 64 contact 8 Â 8 electrode grid in subject S1. Event related spectral perturbations are shown for each electrode locked to the onset of stimuli. Color scale represents statistically significant changes in power compared to a bootstrapped surrogate distribution (only significant data is shown, p < 0.05 after FDR multiple comparison correction). Electrodes with no contact or abnormal signal are not shown.
(S1: F(1, 698) = 45.99, p < 0.001; S2: F(598) = 32.27, p < 0.001; S3: F(454) = 61.61, p < 0.001). A breakdown of the interactions revealed that all subjects showed a significant difference between electrodes in both the phoneme and word conditions as well as a significant difference between conditions within electrode A (a detailed breakdown of the interactions and the main effects are provided in Supplemental Fig. 2) .
Three of the four subjects performed a phoneme repetition task (see Supplemental Table 1 ). Fig. 3 depicts cortical responses evoked by hearing and then producing phonemes across a 64 contact grid in subject S4. A majority of electrodes exhibited a c High response locked to hearing phonemes commencing as early as 80 ms poststimulus onset. Responses locked to phoneme production varied across electrodes. A majority of cortical sites exhibited a suppressed response during production as compared with hearing (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p < 0.001), while several sites did not show a significant change in response (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p > 0.05).
One electrode exhibited an enhanced response during production while its eight neighboring electrodes showed a suppressed response as compared with hearing ( the response to self-produced speech is severely reduced (relative to hearing in both subjects and relative to baseline in subject S4).
Discussion
We recorded electrocorticographic (ECoG) activity directly from the surface of the temporal cortex of four awake patients undergoing neurosurgery. The aim of the study was to assess the temporalspatial distribution of cortical activity during processing of phonemes and words. Recording ECoG activity from high-density electrode grids revealed different functional responses of cortical sites separated by 4 mm distance. All three subjects who performed both a word and phoneme related task showed word specific activity adjacent to cortical sites that were non-specific to stimulus type. Two of the three subjects who performed a phoneme repetition task showed production specific activity adjacent to cortical sites that were active during hearing and suppressed during production. These functionally distinct responses within 4 mm of cortex support a dense distribution of independent sub-regions supporting linguistic processing. Evidence of such dense distribution of activity supports a spatially fine graded cortical representation of speech processing in the human temporal lobe. Neuroanatomical differences across subjects in this fine graded representation may obscure current neuroimaging findings, which typically employ averaging techniques over many subjects.
The superior temporal gyrus (STG) and superior temporal sulcus (STS) have long been implicated in both word processing as well as phonological processing (Binder et al., 1997; Boatman, Lesser, & Gordon, 1995; Démonet et al., 1992; Price et al., 1996; Wise et al., 1991; Zatorre et al., 1992) . Studies in non-human primates have shown that superior temporal neurons are broadly tuned and exhibit stronger responses to wideband noise than pure tones. Furthermore, neurons in the lateral surface of the STG are selective to species-specific vocalization (Rauschecker, 1998; Rauschecker, Tian, & Hauser, 1995 Scott et al., 2000) . Our ECoG data, which is sampled from neuronal populations in the lateral surface of the STG, provides similar evidence for complex stimulus dependent local specificity. While one neuronal population responds similarly to both phoneme and word stimuli a neighboring population responds selectively to words. This result can be explained by the attributes of the stimulus presented as well as the specificity of the underlying neuronal populations. One hypothesis is that the neurons in the two neighboring populations have different spectral tuning. The word selective responses could be the result of a large neuronal population responding to wider and more specific frequency bands in the stimuli. An alternate hypothesis is that one population contains more neurons which are responsive to a specific class of complex stimuli. These two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive and could both contribute to the observed neurophysiological signals. Furthermore, we cannot rule out the possibility that the different interstimulus intervals (ISI) in the phoneme (1.5 s ISI) and word (2 s ISI) tasks may partially contribute to the differential functional response (Ceponiene, Cheour, & Näätänen, 1998; Röder, Rösler, & Neville, 1999) . Our results, which complement previous findings in non-human primates (Rauschecker, 1998; Rauschecker et al., 1995) , provide further evidence of a hierarchical organization of the temporal cortex where different neuronal populations preferentially respond to more complex stimuli.
The human temporal cortex has consistently shown a suppressed pattern of activity during self-produced speech as compared with external stimuli (Christoffels, Formisano, & Schiller, 2007; Curio, Neuloh, Numminen, Jousmäki, & Hari, 2000; Ford et al., 2001; Houde, Nagarajan, Sekihara, & Merzenich, 2002) . Single unit studies in both non-human and human primates have provided evidence of STG neurons that are suppressed during vocalization as well as a subset of neurons which do not show suppression (Creutzfeldt, Ojemann, & Lettich, 1989; Eliades & Wang, 2003 Müller-Preuss & Ploog, 1981) . Our results showing suppressed auditory responses during production replicate previous ECoG findings (Crone et al., 2001b; Towle et al., 2008) that we find cortical sites exhibiting both suppressed, non-suppressed and excited responses could be due to variability in the proportion of suppressed neurons in the sampled region of cortex. Such an interpretation could explain the differing proportions of suppressed neurons reported in single unit studies (Creutzfeldt et al., 1989; Eliades & Wang, 2003 Müller-Preuss & Ploog, 1981) . The speech-specific cortical sites we have found in two patients provide evidence for monitoring of self-speech. These electrophysiological responses could represent a population of neurons with specificity to self-produced vocalization. We currently cannot rule out the possibility that these responses are due to neuronal tuning to the spectral attributes of self-speech such as the acoustic masking of the auditory signal in the middle ear due to bone conduction (v. Békésy, 1949) . Nevertheless, our results provide further evidence for a rich dynamic of spatial cortical responses in the STG, which are functionally distinct.
Evidence from both non-human primates (Hackett et al., 1998; Rauschecker, 1998; Romanski et al., 1999) as well as humans (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Scott et al., 2000; Wise et al., 2001 ) supports a hierarchal organization of functionally distinct sub-divisions of the auditory cortex. The current emphasis is on anterior and posterior functional streams of processing similar to those in the visual domain (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Rauschecker & Tian, 2000) . Our current data supports a richer spatial organization within the temporal cortex suggesting a more complex and finer functional sub-division.
Methods

Subjects
Four subjects participated in the study at University of California San Francisco (UCSF) while undergoing intraoperative neurosurgical treatment for refractory epilepsy (Subjects S1 and S3) or tumor resection (Subjects S2 and S4). Treatment involved a surgical procedure including intraoperative awake language and motor mapping followed by tailored resection of the damaged tissue under ECoG guidance. After all clinical mapping was performed, the surgeon (EC) placed a high-density electrode array with inter-electrode spacing of 4 mm. The subjects performed either passive listening or repetition tasks (Supplemental Table 1 ) for several minutes after which time the grid was removed and the surgeon continued clinical treatment. The subjects provided written and oral consent prior to the surgery and were informed that the task was for research purposes. All subjects were fluent in English and had no language deficits. During surgery, the subjects were informed by the surgeon when the clinical mapping was over and the research task was completed under the discretion of the surgeon. All medical treatment including the size and location of the craniotomy site were dictated solely by the clinical needs of the patient under the discretion of the surgeon. The study protocol was approved by the UC San Francisco and UC Berkeley Committees on Human Research.
Tasks and stimuli
Four subjects (S1-4) participated in short five-minute tasks consisting of either passive listening (S1-2) or active repetition (S2-4) of phonemes or words (see Supplemental Table 1 for breakdown per subject). The phoneme passive listening task consisted of the synthesized syllables /ba/, /da/ and /ga/ digitized with a sampling rate of 20 kHz and 16 bit precision. Phoneme stimuli were presented with a jittered inter stimulus interval (ISI) of 1.5 s ± 100 ms (random jitter), each stimulus lasted approximately 150 ms. Subjects were instructed that they were going to hear several speech syllables and they were asked to concentrate on whether they heard /ba/, /da/ or /ga/. The phoneme repetition task consisted of the synthesized syllables /ba/ and /pa/ digitized with a sampling rate of 20 kHz and 16 bit precision. Phoneme stimuli were presented with a jittered inter stimulus interval (ISI) of 3 s ± 100 ms (random jitter), each stimulus lasted approximately 150 ms. Subjects were instructed to listen and then repeat aloud each speech syllable as best they could. The word passive listening task consisted of word stimuli, digitally prerecorded from a female native speaker of English, acquired at a sampling rate of 44 kHz and 16 bit precision. Word stimuli consisted of 23 pseudo-words (three phonemes in length), 23 real words (three phonemes in length) and four proper names (five phonemes in length). Real words were all high frequency (Kucera Francis log scale 2-2.4), both real and pseudo-words were controlled for phonotactic probabilities using the Irvine Phonotactic Online Dictionary (Vaden, Hickok, & Halpin, 2009) .
Word stimuli were presented with a jittered inter stimulus interval (ISI) of 2 s ± 250 ms (random jitter), stimuli varied in length (400-700 ms) with a mean of 525 ms and standard deviation of 100 ms. Subjects were instructed that they were going to hear several words, some with meaning and some without, and they were asked to listen to what they heard. The word repetition task consisted of the same word stimuli described above. Word stimuli were presented with a jittered inter stimulus interval (ISI) of 4 s ± 250 ms (random jitter). Subjects were instructed that they were going to hear several words, some with meaning and some without, and they were asked to repeat aloud each word they heard as best they could. All subjects were presented with the digital audio stimuli via two speakers placed in front of them. During the repetition tasks vocalization responses were recorded by using a microphone placed in front of the patient. All peripheral equipment was placed in the same locations traditionally used by the neurology team who administer language mapping tasks. Both the speaker and microphone channels were fed directly to the recording system in order to record stimulus presentation and responses simultaneously with the electrophysiological signals.
Electrode placement and selection
High-density grids consisted of electrode arrays with 4 mm inter-electrode spacing manufactured by Ad-Tech Medical Instrument Corporation (http://www.adtechmedical.com/) assuring hospital-grade, FDA-approved standards. All electrode arrays were placed by the surgeon and covered the posterior lateral surface of the superior temporal gyrus. Supplemental Fig. 4 shows an intraoperative image with and without the electrode grid alongside a reconstruction of the MRI. Grid locations were ascertained by the performing neurosurgeon using the intraoperative images as well as stereotactic coordinates. Word specific sites reported in Fig. 2 were all inferior to the sylvian fissure on the lateral surface of the superior temporal gyrus (S1: electrodes 23 and 14, 5.66 mm center-to-center; S2: electrodes 56 and 63, 5.66 mm center-to-center; S3: electrodes 31 and 39, 4 mm center-to-center). During the recording of subject S2 the grid had to be repositioned by the surgeon, as a result the phoneme repetition task was recorded in a different position than the word repetition and passive phoneme task. The word-specific results for subject S2 compared passive phoneme listening to active word repetition. Word-specific sites were still found when comparing two nearby electrodes (<1 cm) in the phoneme repetition and word repetition tasks (Wilcoxon ranksum, p < 0.001). Speech specific sites reported in Fig. 4 were inferior to the sylvian fissure on the lateral surface of the temporal gyrus (S3: electrodes 40 and 48, 4 mm center-to-center; S4: electrodes 19 and 27, 4 mm center-to-center).
Data acquisition
Electrophysiological and peripheral auditory channels were acquired using a custom made Tucker Davis Technologies (http:// www.tdt.com/) recording system (256 channel amplifier and Zseries digital signal processor board). Channels were sampled at 3051 Hz and the peripheral auditory channels were sampled at 24.4 kHz. Electrophysiological data was recorded using a subdural electrode as reference (corner grid electrode) and an additional electrode as ground.
Data preprocessing
All EEG channels were manually inspected by a neurologist in order to identify epileptic channels as well as epochs of ictal activity which spread to other channels. Channels contaminated by sustained epileptic activity, electrical line noise (60 Hz) or abnormal signal were removed from further analysis. The raw time series, voltage histograms, and power spectra were used to identify noisy channels. All channels were re-referenced to a common averaged reference defined as the mean of all the remaining channels. Epochs in which ictal activity spread to non-epileptic channels were also removed from further analysis. Speaker and microphone channels recorded simultaneously with EEG activity were manually inspected in order to mark onset of stimulus and subsequent response. The audio channels were inspected using both the raw time series as well as a time-frequency representation (spectrogram) to ensure accurate onset estimation. Trials in which the subject did not respond were removed from analysis, similarly trials overlapping with ictal activity were discarded. All analyses were done using custom scripts written for MATLAB, The Mathworks Inc. (http://www.mathworks.com/).
Data analysis
Event Related Spectral Perturbations (ERSP) were created by first computing power series across the entire task for several spectral bands, producing a time-frequency representation of the entire task. Subsequently event related power averages locked to stimuli onset were computed and baseline corrected (À300 ? À100 ms) for each spectral band using a temporal window of À100 ? 750 ms in the passive tasks and À100 ? 2200 in the repetition task. Spectral bands were defined using center frequencies logarithmically spaced from 1 through 250 Hz and a fractional bandwidth of 20% the center frequency (i.e. a band centered at 4 Hz will be 3.6-4.4 Hz and a band centered at 100 Hz will be 90-110 Hz). Statistical significance was assessed using a bootstrapping approach similar to the method used by Canolty et al. (2007) . In brief, an ERSP is created using N randomly generated time stamps (time windows do not overlap with ictal activity) instead of the N real stimuli onsets (N = number of real stimuli onsets). This process is then repeated over 1000 times producing a surrogate distribution of ERSPs. Each time-frequency point in the real ERSP can now be transformed using a z-score based on the mean and standard deviation of the surrogate distribution (which is normally distributed). All time-frequency plots are corrected for multiple comparisons (number of frequencies, time points and channels) using False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction of q = 0.05 (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) .
In order to assess statistical differences between ERSPs locked to phonemes and words the raw power values were directly tested using a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test. For each stimuli onset an average was computed across a temporal window of 0 ? 200 ms and a spectral window of 75.9 ? 144.5 Hz (all center frequency bands within range). The average power values for all phoneme stimuli were tested against those of all word stimuli. Furthermore, an analysis of variance was run on raw power values across a temporal window of 0 ? 400 ms and a spectral window of 75.9 ? 144.5 Hz to assess condition X electrode interactions. Interactions were statistically assessed using a post hoc pair-wise t-test.
The same approach was used in order to compare responses locked to hearing and speaking phonemes (a temporal window of 0 ? 200 ms and a spectral window of 75.9 ? 144.5 Hz)
Onset and duration times of c High responses locked to phonemes and words were assessed during the first 750 ms post-stimulus using a spectral window of 75.9 ? 144.5 Hz averaged across trials.
Single trial c High traces were computed by first calculating the spectral power time series (70-150 Hz) for the entire block of data. Event related windows of the time series were extracted and transferred to units of percent change compared with baseline (averaged spectral power within À300 ? -100 ms pre-stimulus). Statistical differences between hearing and speaking were assessed by comparing average c High responses within a temporal window of 0 ? 200 ms locked to stimuli.
Spectral decomposition
Spectral signal analysis was implemented using a frequency domain Gaussian filter (similarly to (Canolty et al., 2007) ). An input signal X was transformed to the frequency domain signal X f using an N-point fft (where N is defined by the number of points in the time series X). In the frequency domain a Gaussian filter was constructed (for both the positive and negative frequencies) and multiplied with the signal X f . The subsequent filtered signal was transformed back to the time-domain using an inverse fft. Power estimates were calculated by taking the Hilbert transform of the frequency filtered signal and squaring the absolute value. All frequency domain filtering and power estimations are comparable to other filtering techniques, such as the wavelet approach (Bruns, 2004) .
